Post-transcriptional silencing of Notch2 mRNA in chronic lymphocytic [corrected] leukemic cells of B-CLL patients.
Environmental and genomic stresses induce different pathological conditions and one of them is blood cancer. This escalating load of disease with a constant threat to life requires an intensive comprehensive response. For our understanding about the cancer treatment capabilities, novel medicinal platforms should be strived to explore among the existing conventional and molecular approaches that have already been proven to be successful in fighting against genetic diseases. Several DNA therapeutics previously studied are currently in clinical settings. RNA interfering antisense oligonucleotide (AS-ODN) is the most experimentally advanced molecular therapeutic which has the potential to modify the gene activity resulting in the down regulation of particular protein. In this study, we focused on the inhibition of Notch2 function in B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) by AS-ODN (phosphorothioate oligomers) targeted to the initiation codon region of the Notch2 mRNA. We investigated the in vitro ability of four such oligomers to reduce the expression of Notch2 gene in peripheral blood mononuclear cells from B-CLL patients. Our findings implicate that AS-ODNs specifically designed for the region of 314-333 neucleotides (AS1) of Notch2 inhibits its gene expression better than other AS-ODNs designed for other regions and respond in a dose dependent manner. The results of cell proliferation assay for the evaluation of AS1 in gene silencing, infer that the number of cells were reduced to 80% (P < 0.001). Our results implicate that using the AS-ODNs against specific Notch2 nucleotide sequence can be used as future therapeutic agent with the ability of Notch2 down regulation, which is the root problem in the pathogenicity of B-CLL.